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Sound and Installation artist with a musical composition and production background that employs 
technology, acoustics and improvisation to create site-specific and performer-specific electro-acoustic 
works that interact with and manipulate the architectural, social and auditory spaces they inhabit 

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS !
ARCHITECTURAL INFLUENCE — ART7 GALLERY 
FORT WORTH, TX — JAN. 9 –  FEB. 29, 2016 

(<qrcode>) - Interactive sound and video storefront installation with evolving website, focusing 
on architectural elements of urban spaces, it’s use, and it’s inhabitants.  

CO|ACTION — 500X GALLERY 
DALLAS, TX — DEC. 5-20, 2015 

(I, Too) - Electronically manipulated panoramic music for 88 speakers, focused on historical and 
current race relations in America, based on the poem by Langston Hughes. A mentor-mentee 
exhibition with Christopher Blay. 

SOUND — SEMIGLOSS MAGAZINE  
DALLAS /  HOUSTON, TX — 2015 

(Mastering Engineer) - semigloss. Magazine's latest publication SOUND explores sonic 
experiences through performance, spoken word, and music discussed within the context of 
contemporary art. 

SOUND LIVE TOKYO — BOUNCE HOUSE  
TOKYO, JAPAN — OCT 2 -  DEC 23, 2015 

(Contributing Producer) - Bounce House by Christine Sun Kim, is a dance party with sounds only 
below 20Hz, which are generally said to be inaudible and are typically filtered out of CD and 
mainstream recording/broadcasting media. 

(…) — FORT WORTH COMMUNITY ARTS CENTER 
FORT WORTH, TX — JUN. 5-15, 2015 

(…) - a meditative environment experienced as a whole over time and in a moment. 49 speakers 
with individual syncopated tones across the perimeter of the room. 

DUE WEST — BIG MEDIUM  
AUSTIN, TX — APR. 30, 2015 

(Static Garden) - 40 speakers in different configurations. connected FM tuners tuned to non    
stations. Electromagnetic fields tune radios in and out naturally 

EXPANDED SLEEP — BEEFHAUS GALLERY  
DALLAS, TX — MAR. 13, 2015 

(Surround Performance) - a performance of long, quiet music where audience members were 
encouraged to sleep in the space.  I performed an electro-acoustic set in 13.1 surround. 
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AWARDS 
BEST IN SHOW — ART7 GALLERY 2016 !
VIDEO LINKS !
<qrcode>, 2016 (Interactive sound and video storefront installation with evolving website): 

https://vimeo.com/161148332 

I, Too, 2015 (Electronically manipulated panoramic music for 88 speakers): 

https://vimeo.com/161149360 

(…), 2015 (49 speakers with individual syncopated tones across the perimeter of the room) : 

https://vimeo.com/161148037 

Static Garden, 2015 (40 speakers, connected FM tuners tuned to non stations): 

https://vimeo.com/132960431 

Fosiefnfeie, 2015 (Quadraphonic sound, Interactive projection): 

https://vimeo.com/164860020 
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Letter of Intent !
 Music has been called a communal art. Coming from a musical background, this 
sentiment frequently extends into my art. Being around other artists doing thoughtful work is 
essential in my own growth. 500x’s 38 year record of focusing closely on the communal and 
collaborative is both unique and unmatched in it’s scope and prominence in Dallas. Artists 
from different mediums creating and showing work is essential to any artist’s growth and has 
been particularly profound in my own progression. Teaching and learning can happen best 
through these collaborations and conversations; helping other artists to prepare and show 
their work, and talk about it with them is essential. It removes the boundaries of what medium 
or style artists are and turns peers into mentors. I was very moved by the help and openness 
of the members 500x when I showed there during Co | Action. I want to continue in that 
tradition. !!
Artist Statement !
 I come from a musical composition and audio production background, I kept asking 
myself different questions that needed to be answered by different means. I was having 
regular panic attacks that would cause intense pain and would only end after being 
unconscious for a number of hours. I was determined to find a way to work through these 
fervent episodes. One night, I started to feel a panic attack come on. I sat down at the piano 
and began to improvise. I would allow my mind to lead my hands, and lead the composition. 
As the buzzing, crashing and screaming took over my thoughts, I would recreate those 
sounds outside my head, in the instruments and speakers around me. There were loud, 
pulsing, arrhythmic sounds all around me. I allowed myself to fall into the world my brain had 
created. It was exciting and scary, but reassuring. Through creating this world of sound 
around me, it no longer felt at odds with the world within me. 
 I began working with different ways to create environments that would change a 
person’s perception more than that of static piece of art or music. I used the tools that I was 
closest to: frequency, dynamic, sound collage, tone, color, space, time, and technology. 
Technology is important to all mediums of art. But, working with current technologies, we 
have to be careful to not let the technology overshadow the narrative or feeling of a piece. 
 As of late, I have been transitioning my work to more kinetic free standing structures 
that move seamlessly between mechanical and digital, have more visual stimulation, and 
allow for more expansive conversations on both the sublime and material socio-political 
issues. I use technology and see it as a means to expressing a deeper aspect of humanity. I 
am interested in making art that has emotion, narrative, and meaning.  !!!! !
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Octophonic dance party
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